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Abstract
Wepresent distinct antiblockade features of strongly interacting 64D5/2 Rydberg atoms employing a
two-color excitation scheme. Thefirst color (pulse A) is set to resonantly excite a few seedRydberg
atoms, each of which establishes a blockade region due to the long-rangemultipole interactions. The
second color (pulse B) is blue detuned so that themultipole-interaction-induced shifts of certain
atoms arewell compensated to result in the antiblockade effect.We find in particular that a few seed
atoms can lead to a remarkable difference of the Rydberg excitation in the presence of pulse B for a
wide range of blue detuning. Relevant dynamics of this antiblockade excitation is also investigated by
varying the pulse-B duration for afixed blue detuning, further confirming the facilitation process of
Rydberg excitation accompanied by a saturation effect. These experimental results can bewell
recovered by theoretical simulations based on amultilevel two-bodymodel.

1. Introduction

Creating ultracold gases in theμK regime has opened a new avenue for the investigation of strongly interacting
systems. For nondegenerate gases in amagneto-optical trap (MOT), the interaction between ground state atoms
is typically veryweak.However, Rydberg atomswith principal quantumnumbers n10 can strongly interact,
even in a dilute gas, due to their long-range dipole–dipole (∼n4) andVan derWaals (vdw) interactions (∼n11)
[1]. These scalings allow for accurately controlling the interactions over a large range by varying n. The strong
interaction betweenRydberg atoms shifts the energy level and suppresses the further excitation of nearby atoms,
leading to a blockade effect [2, 3]. The blockade radiusRB is usually defined as the distance between two atoms at
which the interaction-induced shift equals the excitation linewidth.Within the region ofR<RB, only one
Rydberg atom can be excited, yielding thus the blockade volume of a single Rydberg excitation. In this case, a
superatom is formed as the superposition of one Rydberg atom andmany ground-state atoms [4, 5]. Based on
the blockade effect, Rydberg atoms can be employed to implement quantum information processing [6, 7],
quantum registers [8–11], single-photon sources [12, 13] and transistors [14–16]. Rydberg atoms are also an
ideal platform for investigating excitation transfer [17–20] andmany-body dynamics [21] and implementation
of atomic arrays [22, 23] beyond the blockade regime.

Butwe note that it is also viable to have two ormore Rydberg atoms in a blockade region under appropriate
driving schemes. This so-called antiblockade effect has been investigated by several groups to consider different
topics. In particular, the evidence of antiblockade has been observed as an asymmetric Autler–Townes structure
when cold rubidium atoms aremodeled by a three-level systemwith the lower transition resonantly driven by a
strong laser [24, 25]. The antiblockade effectmay alsomanifest itself in enhanced excitation probabilities only on
the blue side of resonancewhen full counting statistics is investigated for an effective two-levelmodel of cold
Rydberg atoms [26, 27]. Dynamics of the aggregation or facilitation process is further verified as a result of the
successive antiblockade excitation of nS states in room-temperature gases with a strong inhomogeneous
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broadening [28, 29].Meanwhile similar seeded excitation avalanches of 70S cold atoms have been
experimentally observed in an off-resonantly driving scheme and theoretically simulatedwith a simple bimodal
approach [30]. It is thus of interest to explore the facilitated antiblockade excitation of high-angular-
momentum, e.g.nD, states by adopting suitable driving schemes.

Different frompreviousworks [24–30], here we study the long-rangemultipole interaction between
64D5/2-atompairs by focusing on the antiblockade effect in a dilute sample of cold cesium atoms. A largely
enhanced Rydberg excitation is realized by a two-color double-resonancemethod, inwhich pulse-A excites
resonantly a few seed atomswhereas the frequency of pulse-B is detuned to compensate themultipole-
interaction-induced shift of nearby atoms. The antiblockade effect now features as a long tail of the enhanced
Rydberg excitation on the blue side of resonance. This is attained in the nontrivial regimewhere the Rabi
frequency of pulse-B is too small to compensate its detuning (comparable to long-range interaction) so that the
Rydberg excitation is negligible in the absence of pulse-A. Evolution dynamics is alsomeasured by varying the
duration of pulse-B, further showing an aggregation-like saturation effect of the Rydberg excitation. Amultilevel
two-bodymodel has been developed to simulate the facilitated antiblockade excitation ofD-type Rydberg atoms
withmanymagnetic sublevels.

2. Long-range interactionmodel

Wenowbriefly introduce the theoreticalmodel for calculating themultipole interaction potential of nDJ

Rydberg states, while details can be found in our previous works [31, 32]. As shown infigure 1(a), for two nDJ

Rydberg atoms, denoted by a and b, with an interatomic separationR along the quantization z-axis, wefirst
assume that (i) their Rydberg electrons have positions ra and rb and (ii) the interatomic distanceR is larger than
the LeRoy radiusRLR [33]. Then theHamiltonian for such a pair of Rydberg atoms can bewritten as

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )= + +H H H V , 1a b int

where ˆ ( )Ha b is theHamiltonian of atom a(b), and V̂int denotes themultipole interaction [31, 32, 34, 35]
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where La(b) is themultipole order of atom a(b), and L< is the lesser of La and Lb. The sumover q=La+Lb starts
at 2 (because atoms are neutral and have nomonopolemoment) and is truncated at amaximal order qmax. The
factor fabΩdepends on themultipole orders La and Lb and the counting indexΩ in the third sum. The operators
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We then diagonalize theHamiltonian of the Rydberg-atompair on a dense grid ofR in the {2.0, 5.5} μm
rangewith 400 steps. To improve the plot quality of the potential curves at smallR, the radial steps have been
chosen equidistant inR−3. Because of global azimuthal symmetry, the projection of the sumof the electronic
angularmomenta,M=mJa+mJb, is conserved. Infigure 1(b), we present the calculated interaction potential

Figure 1. (a)An illustration of twoRydberg atoms a and b, separated byR on the z-axis with ra and rb being the relative positions of
their Rydberg electrons. (b)Calculatedmultipole potential curves for 64D5/2 states of cesium atomswithMä{0, 5}, for amaximal
order qmax=6 and an energy defect 30GHz. A vertical dashed line is used to indicate the atom-pair interactions atR=4 μm.
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curves by considering (i) the single-atomorbital angularmomentum (magnetic quantumnumber)ℓ�ℓmax

(mJ�mJmax); (ii) the energy defect 30GHz of two-body states; (iii) the range of effective principal quantum
numbers ( ) ( )d d- < < + +n n nint int 1eff0 eff eff0 , with ( )nint eff0 denoting the integer part of neff0 and δ being
a parameter determining the range of neff.

For allmolecular states corresponding to afixed value ofM shown infigure 1(a), only one potential curve
exhibits aminimum that could give rise to a boundRydbergmacrodimer [31], while all other potential curves
just exhibit the repulsive interactions. For the typical atomic densityN∼1010 cm−3 in aMOT,we have the
average interatomic separationR∼4.0 μm,marked by a dashed line infigure 1(b), and thus the repulsive
interaction  pD = á ñ = ´ ~V 2 5 40 MHzint int for a Rydberg pair in the 64D5/2 state. It is this strong long-
range repulsive interaction that leads to the blockade effect. In the following section, we focus on the blue-
detuned side of the 64D5/2 atomic resonance and investigate the facilitated antiblockade effect in a two-color
excitation scheme.

3. Experimental setup

Our antiblockade experiments are performed in a standard cesiumMOT, the atomic cloudhas a diameter∼600 μm,
density∼ 3×1010 cm−3 and temperature∼100μK,measuredby a shadow imaging technique.After switching
off theMOTbeams,we successively switch on a resonant pulseA andadetunedpulseB in the timing sequence as
sketched infigure 2(c). Bothpulses are applied in the two-photon excitation scheme (seefigure 2(a))by stabilizing a
‘TopticaDLpro’ laser (852 nmwavelength and100 kHz linewidth) to the ∣ = ñS F6 , 41 2 (∣ ñg )→∣ ¢ = ñP F6 , 53 2

(∣ ñe ) lower transition via a polarization spectroscopy technique [36] and a ‘TopticaTASHG110’ laser (510 nm
wavelength and1MHz linewidth) to the ∣ ¢ = ñP F6 , 53 2 (∣ ñe )→∣ ⟩/D64 5 2 (∣ ñr )upper transitionwith a F–Pcavity of
finesse 15000.The 852nmlaser has afixed360MHzbluedetuning relative to the lower transition for bothpulseA
andpulseB as controlledby adouble-pass acousto-opticmodulator (AOM). The 510 nm laser, however, is
controlled by anotherAOMtoattain the two-photon resonant (detuned) excitation of 64D5/2 state for pulseA (pulse
B).During the scanof two-photondetuning for pulseB, the laser power is heldfixedusing aPID (proportional
integral derivative) feedback loop that controls theRFpower supplied to the 510 nmAOM.Tobemore specific, the
852 and510 nm lasers havepowers∼270μWand∼13.3mW, respectively, corresponding to single-photonRabi
frequenciesΩ852=2π×48.5MHzon the lower transition andΩ510=2π×6.4MHzon theupper transition.
Then it is easy to get the two-photon effectiveRabi frequencyΩeff=2π×0.43MHz,whichwill be used for
theoretical simulations in section5.

The 852 nmand 510 nm laser beams ofwaists 180μmand 40μm, respectively, cross over with an angle
about 40° at theMOT center, yielding thus an elliptical excitation region. This cross-beam scheme allows the
atomic density within the excitation region tomaintain nearly identical. The excitation region is surrounded by
three pairs offield-compensation electrodes so that stray electric fields can be reduced to less than 50mV cm−1

via the Stark spectroscopy. Rydberg atoms are detected using a ramp ionization field (ramp time⋍3 μs), which is

Figure 2. (a) Level diagram for a two-color excitation of cesium atoms and the schematic experiment, where the 852 and 510 nm laser
beams, respective waistsω852≈180μmandω510≈40μm, cross over with the angle about 40° at theMOT center. Pulse A (B) is
resonant with (blue detuned from) the two-photonRydberg transition to excite a few seedRydberg atoms (facilitate the antiblockade
Rydberg excitation)with a large single-photon detuningΔ=360MHz. (b) Sketch of the antiblockade effect and its facilitated
process with black lines displaying boundaries of the blockade regions.When pulse-B has a detuning compensating themultipole-
interaction-induced shift, one seed atom a prepared by pulse A triggers the facilitated Rydberg excitation of a few atoms b until
saturation. (c)Timing sequence of experiments. The pulses A andB are applied after switching off theMOTbeams. Rydberg atoms are
detected using the electric-field ionizationmethod. The pulse-B duration tB can be varied to study the dynamic evolution of
antiblockade Rydberg excitation.
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large enough to ionize all Rydberg atoms in 64D5/2 and nearby states transferred due to blackbody radiation.
The Rydberg ions are detectedwith amicrochannel plate (MCP) detector, which has detection efficiency of
about 20%. The detected ion signals are amplifiedwith an amplifier and analyzedwith a boxcar integrator (SRS-
250) and then recordedwith a computer. Before themeasurements, we first calibrate theMCP ions detection
systemwith two shadow images taken before and after the laser excitation. From the difference of two shadow
images, we can obtain the number of Rydberg excitations and therefore the gain factor fgain of theMCPdetection
system, fgain⋍3.67mV in this work. The actual number of Rydberg excitationswill be taken asRsig/fgain (Rsig is
themeasuredRydberg signal).

Figure 2(b) shows the basic idea of our antiblockade excitation scheme.Once pulse A resonantly excites a
Rydberg-atom a, its neighbor atoms in the blockade region, black line in the left part offigure 2(b), will undergo
level shifts due to strong Rydberg interactions as shown infigure 1(b). The subsequent detuned pulse B results in
the resonant Rydberg excitation restricted to specific distances and therefore the formation of so-called
antiblockade or the facilitated excitation. The facilitated excitationmainly occurs at the boundary of a blockade
region, denotedwith b in themiddle part offigure 2(b). The Rydberg atom b is thought as a new seed atom that
expands the blockade region and leads to an aggregation process of Rydberg excitation. The number of Rydberg
excitations increases during the aggregation process and saturates after a certain time, as shown in the right part
offigure 2(b).

4. Experimental observation of antiblockade

Wefirst study how a few seed atoms excited by pulse A affect the Rydberg excitation due to pulse B.We consider
three cases where only pulse A, only pulse B, or both pulses are switched on. Figure 3 presents the Rydberg
excitation spectra as a function of pulse B detuningwhen pulse A and pulse B have the 0.4 μs and 6.0 μs
durations, respectively. It is clear that pulse A itself prepares a few seedRydberg atoms, whose number is small
and keeps unchanged aswe scan the pulse-B detuning. Pulse-B itself results in a 5 times larger signal of Rydberg
excitation at the zero detuning, and the signal exhibits a Lorentzian profile of linewidth⋍8MHz.Outside this
Lorentzian profile, no atoms can be excited to theRydberg statewhen only pulse B is applied.

However, if we apply a 0.4 μs pulse A before pulse B, the Rydberg excitation process becomes very different.
That is, the Rydberg excitation is slightly suppressed at resonance,∼20% less than thatwith only pulse B, due to
the blockade effect of pulse A. It is interesting that the Rydberg excitation is largely enhanced in awide range
(10–50MHzhere) of blue detuning due to the facilitated antiblockade effect. To bemore specific, the Rydberg
excitation is vanishing at the 20MHz blue detuningwhen only pulse B is applied, but is clearly enhanced by a
factor of 2.5 when pulse A is applied before pulse B. At the 30MHz blue detuning, asmarkedwith the gray
squares, the enhanced Rydberg excitation is less than that at the 20MHz blue detuningwith an enhanced factor

Figure 3.Measurements (samples) and calculations (lines) of the Rydberg excitation versus the detuning of pulse B for switching on
only pulse A (blue triangles), only pulse B (black squares) and both pulses (red circles).With only pulse A, the number of Rydberg
excitations remains unchanged because the detuning of pulse B ismeaningless.With only pulse B, the number of Rydberg excitations
is largely enhancedwhen pulse B is scanned through the two-photonRydberg transition.When both pulses are applied, the Rydberg
excitation is suppressed at two-photon resonance but facilitated in awide range of blue detuning of pulse B. A gray square denotes the
30 MHzdetuning, where the number of Rydberg excitations is about 2 times as that observedwith only pulse A. Themeasured
number of Rydberg excitations is corrected for the detection efficiency and the calculations aremultiplied by a factor of 3.8.
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of 2 instead. The large difference between the three curves demonstrates that the existence of a small amount of
seed atoms a greatly facilitates the excitation probability of pulse B at the blue detuned side.

Note, however, that the Rydberg excitation also shows the antiblockade effect at the red detuned side. But the
increased excitation ismuchweaker, e.g. at the−10MHzposition, than that at the blue detuned side. This is
because only one potential curve shows attractive interaction for everymolecule stateM, whose strength ismuch
less than the repulsive interactions as shown infigure 1(b). A Rydbergmolecular signal will be obtained at the
pulse B detuning∼50MHz, which is beyond the scope of this work (see [31, 32] for details) and thus not shown.

To gain a deeper insight into the Rydberg facilitation process, we have also done a series of dynamic
measurements on the Rydberg excitation by varying the pulse-B durationwhile keeping the zero (30MHz)
detuning for pulse A (B), as shown infigure 4. In the case where only pulse A or B is turned on, the Rydberg
population does not changewhen the pulse-B duration increases, as denoted by blue triangles (only pulse A) and
black squares (only pulse B). This is because the Rydberg excitation due to pulse A is irrelevant to the pulse-B
duration in the absence of pulse B, and pulse B excites nothing as it is far detuned from theRydberg transition in
the absence of seedRydberg atoms. Butwhen both pulses are turned on, as denoted by red circles, the Rydberg
excitation demonstrates completely different characteristics. That is, the number of Rydberg excitationfirst
quickly increases when the pulse-B duration is increased until 5μs and then gradually approaches a saturation
value.

We also note that initially prepared Rydberg population in 64D5/2 can be redistributed to nearby dipole
allowed levels by blackbody radiation [37]. The time-of-flight spectra in our experiments prominently
demonstrate the excitation of 64D5/2 state while a small fraction of the signal can be attributed to the nearbyP
states when pulse B has a duration>6μs.Meanwhile, for a short pulse-A duration and a small number of
64D5/2 atoms, we do not see any free-ion signals due to the redistribution of initially prepared Rydberg atoms
[37]. So the P-state signals induced by the blackbody radiation can be neglected in ourwork.

5. Simulations based onmultilevel two-bodymodel

Wenowtry to simulate the above experimental observationswith amultilevel two-body theoreticalmodel [38]by
includingdifferentmultipole-interaction-induced shifts of allmagnetic sublevels of theRydberg state basedon the
following twoconsiderations. First, the lower (852 nm) andupper (510 nm) excitation lasers haveRabi frequencies

pW = ´2 48.5 MHzj
852 , pW = ´2 6.4 MHzj

510 , and single-photondetuningD = D » -D »j j
852 510

p ´2 360 MHz for pulse jä{A,B} as taken fromthe experiment, sowe caneliminate level ∣ ñe tohave an effective

Rabi frequency pW = W W D » ´2 2 0.43 MHzj j j j
eff 852 510 that couples levels ∣ ñg and ∣ ñr . Second, the average

atomicdistance isR∼4.0μmfromthe averagedatomicdensityN∼1010 cm−3, soweknow fromfigure1(b) that the
multipole interactionbetween twonearest-neighbor (next-nearest-neighbor) atoms ismuch stronger (smaller) than
Wa

eff . Then, roughly twoatomscanbe found in eachblockade volume so thatwe just need to consider themultipole

Figure 4.Measurements (samples) and simulations (lines) of the Rydberg excitation as a function of the pulse B durationwhen pulse B
has a 30MHzblue detuning and pulse A is resonant to the Rydberg transition. Once againwe consider three cases where only pulse A
(blue triangles), only pulse B (black squares), or both pulses (red circles) are switched on. The increase of pulse B duration does not
affect the number of Rydberg excitation in the case of only switching on pulse A or B, but results in a nonlinear increase of the number
of Rydberg excitations in the case of switching on both pulses. Themeasured number of Rydberg excitations is corrected for the
detection efficiency and the calculations aremultiplied by a factor of 3.8.
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interactionsof atomicpairs.Aiming to attainmore accurate results, however,wewrite down the effectiveHamiltonian
withoutneglecting level ∣ ñe

[ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣] ∣ ∣

[ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣]

å

å
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for atoms a and b in each blockade volume ( = 1).
TakingHeff

j intomaster equation [ ]r r¶ = - Hi ,t
j j j

eff of density operator ρ j and adding the decay (Gmn ) and
dephasing (gmn) rates, we obtain a set of dynamical equations for 9×9 densitymatrix elements rmn mn

j
, with the

former (latter)μ and ν referring to the three levels of atom a (b) in the excitation process of pulses j. Thenwe use
this set of equations to simulate the pulse A (B) excitation process by applying the resonant (detuned) pulse A (B)
withΔint={−4.0∼34.0}×2π MHz, taken from figure 1(b), for 21 interaction potentials formedwith
differentmagnetic sublevels withMä{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ofweight factor ζä{6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}.We further note that
(i) pulse A has afixed duration tA=0.4 μs while the duration tB for pulse Bwill be varied in the range
{0∼12} μs in our simulations; (ii) our numerical results are attained as a sumof 21 independent numerical
realizationswith differentmagnetic sublevels serving as level ∣ ñr ;i (iii) the resonant A excitation process will
result in a blockade effect while the off-resonant B excitation process is expected to yield an antiblockade effect.

Numerical simulations on the excitation spectra are displayedwith solid lines infigure 3 under three
indicated conditions with regard to the application of pulse-A and pulse-B. It is seen that our calculations can
well reproduce the experimental results when only pulse-A or pulse-B is switched on.Whereas in the casewhere
both pulses are applied, the calculated spectrum is just basically consistent with its experimental counterpart. To
bemore concrete, our calculations seem to slightly underestimate the experimental results around−10MHz
and 20MHzdetuning. Thismay be attributed to the fact that we have assumed for simplicity the seedRydberg
atoms excited by pulse-A have a homogeneous distribution in thewhole sample. Infigure 4, we further simulate
the Rydberg excitation dynamics when pulse-B isfixed at 30 MHz detuning,markedwith the gray square in
figure 3.Our calculations well reproduce the experimental results in all three cases, consistent with
corresponding steady-state results infigure 3. In particular, we find that the Rydberg excitation tends to a
saturation valuewith numerical calculations and experimental results beingmore consistent when pulse-B has a
long enough duration (e.g. for tB>8 μs). Thismeans that the assumption of homogeneously distributed seed
Rydberg atoms ismore reasonable for amore persistent excitation due to pulse-B. Finally, we note that the
calculations infigures 3 and 4 display in fact the two-color excitation probabilities, which have beenmultiplied
by a factor of 3.8 so that they could be quantitatively consistent with relevant experimental results.

6. Conclusions

In summary,wehave investigated the long-rangemultipole interactions of cesiumatoms in the 64D5/2 state based
ona two-color excitation scheme. Thefirst color (pulse-A) is resonantwith theRydberg transition for preparing a
few seed atoms in theblockade regime.The second color (pulse-B) is bluedetuned from theRydberg resonance for
facilitating the antiblockade excitation.The two-color excitation scheme is found toworkwell formanipulating
the antiblockade and faciliation processes of 64D5/2 Rydberg state. That is, pulse-B excites atoms from the ground
state to theRydberg state only on resonancewithout the seed atoms, but enables the characterization of facilitation
effect over awideblue detuned range in thepresence of seed atoms.Wealsomeasured the evolution dynamics of
theRydberg excitation and further found an aggregation-like saturation effect, which has been discussed in [30] for
70SRydberg state of rubidiumatoms. Tounderstand the experimental observations, wehave developed a
multilevel two-bodymodel by includingmultipole-interaction-induced shifts for allmagnetic sublevels of
different excitationweights. The simulations reproduce successfully themeasurements on both excitation spectra
anddynamic evolutions.
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